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Abstract: The control and termination detection of a distributed computation
involving large-scale distributed database is difficult in the presence of concurrency,
random network delays, and varying reliability of computing nodes. The formal
modeling and analysis of controllability as well as termination detection of such
systems are required to design reliable and dependable systems involving distributed computations and distributed datasets. The modeling and analysis of distributed computation can be performed by using combinatorial topology by forming
simplexes, which imposes a set of relatively rigid geometric structures. This article
proposes the modeling and analysis of observable and controllable distributed
computation in weaker topological spaces. The proposed model enhances structural
flexibility in metrized monotone spaces. The metrizability of the space and convergence property of the computation are analyzed. Axiomatic termination detection
and fault mode analysis are formulated. A distributed algorithm is designed to
observe and to determine varying control states of computation. The article
includes a detailed comparative analysis of a set of models in the domain.
Subjects: Mathematics & Statistics; Computer Science; Engineering & Technology
Keywords: distributed computing; termination detection; monotone; topology; lattice;
stable predicate
1. Introduction
The applications of distributed computing systems involving databases are pervasive in nature.
These hybrid systems encompass LAN-based large-scale distributed systems having static network
topology and wireless network-based distributed embedded systems having dynamic network
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topology. In recent times, the applications of large-scale distributed database systems are accelerated due to the emergence of cloud computing platforms (Acosta, Lopez Dominguez, Gomez
Castro, Pomares Hernandez, & Medina Nieto, 2015; Friday & Davies, 1995; Li & Lu, 2016; Pereira,
Morais, & Freitas, 2018). The stable performance of large-scale distributed systems involving
databases is dependent on the concurrency control, network delays, and reliability of nodes. The
network delay behaves as a random variable and it affects overall control of distributed computations at nodes involving distributed datasets (Li & Lu, 2016; Rhode, Presicce, Simeoni, & Taentzer,
1999). The development of formal model of observation as well as control algorithm of asynchronous distributed computations is required to design and analyze large-scale systems in the
presence of transient network partitioning (Bagchi, 2017; Rhode et al., 1999; Soneoka & Ibaraki,
1994). In general, distributed systems and databases are modeled by employing graph theoretical
formalisms and relational algebraic operators (Dubois, Kaaouachi, & Petit, 2015; Kuhn, Lynch, &
Oshman, 2010; Rhode et al., 1999; Sitohang, 2002). The traditional distributed systems involving
databases consider asynchronous and iterative computation based on shared data (Borowsky &
Gafni, 1997; Garg & Mittal, 2008). The iterative asynchronous computation and concurrent updates
to shared objects or files in shared memory invite race conditions requiring the strict data
consistency protocols. However, the distributed processes in a system cannot be synchronized
employing any globally consistent clock (Garg & Mittal, 2008). Observation and control of such
asynchronous iterative distributed computational systems are challenging in case of large-scale
systems. The applications of concepts of topological spaces in modeling distributed computations
facilitate the determination of consistency in concurrent executions (Fajstrup, Rauben, & Goubault,
2006; Saks & Zaharoglou, 2000). For example, the higher-dimensional topological structures and
simplexes are applied to model and analyze distributed computing systems (Conde & Rajsbaum,
2012). However, the traditional combinatorial topological models (simplicial complexes) of distributed computation impose relatively rigid geometric structures on computational states. The
simplicial complexes form a fixed set of graph structures related to states of processes consistent
to distributed computation and it is assumed that a distributed computation should conform to
such structures enhancing rigidity. A more flexible algebraic model is required to enhance observability and controllability of distributed computing systems in heterogeneous environments
involving distributed databases. Furthermore, termination detection and fault mode analysis of
distributed computation are required to be analyzed in order to determine stability of computation.
This article proposes the design and analysis of observable and controllable distributed computation within metrized and weaker (monotone) topological spaces. The proposed formal model considers that (a) distributed computation is asynchronous in nature and (b) the underlying
computational space is monotone having convergence. The proposed formal model considers generalized distributed computing framework and does not make any assumption about network
topology. This article presents a set of axiomatic and analytical properties of the stronger and
weaker forms of observable control states of an asynchronous distributed computation.
Furthermore, it is illustrated that the Birkhoff’s representation theorem can be preserved in the
proposed model. The properties of monotone slicer are constructed. Finally, the termination detection and fault modes are analyzed in axiomatic form. A detailed comparative analysis is presented.

2. Application aspects and motivation
A large-scale distributed database system is comprised of geo-distributed clusters of databases
connected by Internet (Li & Lu, 2016). The local clusters containing large datasets are comprised of
multiple computing nodes having large storage spaces. The clusters may implement either data
replication or partitioned datasets depending upon the requirements and design principles aiming
particular application. The schematic representation of large scale geo-distributed databases is
illustrated in Figure 1.
The formulation of analytical models of observation and control of large-scale distributed
computations are essential requirements to maintain consistency under asynchrony as well as
concurrency (Lindstrom, 2004). However, in order to determine control states of asynchronous
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of large-scale databases
with control interface.

distributed computation, the modeling of observability of computational states is required to be
formulated. The modular graph models and relational algebraic models do not adequately formalize observability and control of a distributed computing involving distributed database. The
maintenance of data consistency as well as observation and control of distributed computations
are difficult under asynchronous model of computations (Bagchi, 2017; Garg & Mittal, 2008).
Applications of mathematical formalisms to model distributed computation can be found in
modeling process migration in distributed systems (Khaneghah, Ghahroodi, & ShowKatAbad,
2018). The concepts of algebraic topology and homotopy theory can be applied to model and
analyze distributed asynchronous computing (Goubault, 2003). The distributed shared memory
(DSM)-based iterative distributed computations are modeled by using concepts of topological
simplexes (Borowsky & Gafni, 1997; Conde & Rajsbaum, 2012). The directed homotopy theory
can be employed to model concurrency control in local processes (Fajstrup et al., 2006). However,
the directed homotopy theory may not be directly applicable to model distributed computations
and it needs to be adapted for applications in distributed computing systems in the absence of
synchronized global clock. In general, monotone spaces are the generalized as well as weaker
forms of topological spaces with the provision of ending property (Ghosh & Dasgupta, 2004). The
modeling and analysis of distributed computation in monotone spaces are facilitated if the space
is metrizable, where ending property helps to incorporate finiteness of computation in the respective model. This article proposes the model of asynchronous distributed computation in metrized
topological spaces having monotone property. The properties of consistent slicer and convergence
of distributed computation are analyzed. The axiomatic determinations of observable and controllable distributed computation in monotone spaces are formulated. It is illustrated that the
Birkhoff’s representation theorem can be preserved in the proposed model of asynchronous
distributed computation in monotone spaces. The main contributions of this article are as follows.
●

Formulation of an execution state-space model of distributed computation in metrized topological spaces having monotone property.

●

Formulation of a consistent monotone slicer of distributed computations preserving Birkhoff’s
representation theorem under noncommutative composition.

●

Axiomatic determination of observation of asynchronous distributed computations in monotone spaces.

●

Designing of a distributed algorithm to determine control states of computation.

●

Analysis of metrizability conditions as well as convergence of global state transition function.

●

Axiomatic determination of termination and fault modes of distributed computation in weaker
spaces.

●

Comparative analysis and evaluation of a set of models.
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The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 3 represents related work. Section 4
presents formulation of state-space model of asynchronous distributed computation in monotone spaces. Section 5 describes designing of sliceable, observable, and controllable asynchronous distributed computation in monotone spaces. Section 6 illustrates designing of algorithm
and formulation of associated properties related to determination of control state of computation in monotone spaces. Section 7 presents a set of analytical properties associated to the
model. Section 8 presents convergence analysis and formation of relationship between the
spaces. Section 9 presents termination detection and fault mode analysis in axiomatic forms.
A detailed comparative analysis of a set of models is presented in Section 10. Finally, Section 11
concludes the article.

3. Related work
The applications of distributed systems along with databases are pervasive and hybrid in nature,
which include cloud platforms (Acosta et al., 2015; Li & Lu, 2016). The modeling and analysis of
distributed systems and databases are performed by using modular graph theory and relational
algebraic operators considering that the underlying network topology is static (Garg & Mittal, 2001;
Rhode et al., 1999; Sitohang, 2002). Researchers have proposed to model hybrid distributed
systems by using dynamic graphs (Kuhn et al., 2010). In another direction, the combinatorial
topological models of distributed computing are proposed by forming higher-dimensional geometrical objects and higher-dimensional automata (Armstrong, 1983; Edelsbrunner & Harer, 2010;
Goubault & Jensen, 1992; Herlihy, Kozlov, & Rajsbaum, 2014; Herlihy & Rajsbaum, 1999).
Furthermore, the DSM-based computing model is constructed utilizing combinatorial algebraic
topological concepts (Borowsky & Gafni, 1997; Conde & Rajsbaum, 2012). Although the combinatorial topological models of computation address concurrency issues, the comparatively rigid
geometrical structures are imposed on computational states. Following the similar direction, the
concepts of persistent homology are employed to formulate the model of distributed computation
in topological spaces (Bauer, Kerber, & Reininghaus, 2014; Zomorodian & Carlsson, 2005). It is
proposed that homotopy theory can be applied to model the complexity of mutual exclusion of
concurrently executing programs (Fajstrup et al., 2006; Goubault, 2003; Gunawardena, 1994). It is
illustrated that the semaphore objects (for mutual exclusions) can be formed in topological spaces
having partial ordering and it can be extended to analyze deadlock and serializability properties of
concurrent processes (Carson & Reynolds, 1987). However, the application of homotopy theory
cannot be made in distributed systems without considering directional property. This is because
the general homotopy does not prevent time-reversal in a computing system. Hence, the directed
homotopy is required to model distributed computing systems preserving the concept of monotonically increasing logical clocks.
In general, the combinatorial topological objects form simplicial complexes to model distributed processes and protocols (Fraigniaud, Rajsbaum, & Travers, 2011; Herlihy et al., 2014; Herlihy
& Shavit, 1999). The connectivity properties of higher-dimensional topological objects are
employed to model and analyze the computability issues in distributed computing systems
(Borowsky & Gafni, 1993; Herlihy & Rajsbaum, 1999). The simulation of dynamics of topological
objects is proposed to analyze the impossibility results in distributed computing systems, which
can be reduced to manifolds (Borowsky & Gafni, 1993). Furthermore, the topology theory is
employed to compute the time complexity bounds of determining approximate agreement in
iterated immediate snapshot model (Hoest & Shavit, 2006). The object-oriented distributed
systems are a class of designing distributed systems. The characterizations of object-based
distributed systems are developed by using algebraic topological properties (Duarte, 2011). The
modeling of liveness and safety properties of concurrency in distributed systems are constructed
by employing concepts of topological spaces (Alpern & Schneider, 1985). The monotone spaces
are the generalized topological spaces having ending property (Ghosh & Dasgupta, 2004). The
applications of monotone spaces can be made in asynchronous distributed computing systems
in order to determine consistency. The concept and mechanism of designing slicer of a distributed computation can be modeled in monotone spaces along with applications of Birkhoff’s
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representation theorem (Bagchi, 2017; Birkhoff & Kiss, 1947; Garg & Mittal, 2001). Moreover, the
observation of state of control in an asynchronous distributed computation can be made in
monotone spaces.

4. Distributed computation in monotone spaces
The applications of topological spaces can be made in modeling distributed computation. The
distributed computation in topological spaces is modeled as simplexes, where simplexes are a set
of complex in topological spaces (Fraigniaud et al., 2011; Herlihy et al., 2014). However, the
asynchronous distributed computation can be modeled in monotone topological spaces in a
more general form. The monotone space is a topological space having certain properties (Ghosh
& Dasgupta, 2004). The concept and mechanism of designing slicer of a distributed computation
can be modeled in monotone spaces along with applications of Birkhoff’s representation theorem
(Birkhoff & Kiss, 1947; Garg & Mittal, 2001). The observation of state of control of an asynchronous
distributed computation can be made by formulating model of computation in monotone spaces.

4.1. Preliminary concepts
This article proposes model of distributed computation based on discrete topological spaces in
order to cover all possible combinatorial execution forms under monotony. In this section, the
basic definition of discrete topological spaces is described and the construction of monotone
property is explained. If W is a point set and u  ΩðWÞ, where Ωð:Þ is power set, then the
topological space is ðW; uÞ having properties as follows:
(a) W; ϕ 2 ΩðWÞ,
(b) "ua ; ub 2 ΩðWÞ; ua [ ub 2 ΩðWÞ, and
(c) "ua ; ub 2 ΩðWÞ; ua \ ub 2 ΩðWÞ.
Property (a) indicates that the empty set and the entire set are parts of topological space whereas
properties (b) and (c) indicate that topological space is closed under arbitrary union and intersection. The discrete topology of W is ðW; uÞ, where u ¼ ΩðWÞ. Moreover, W; ϕ are open; "ua ; ub 2
u; ua \ ub and ua [ ub are open. The simplicial complexes are the higher-dimensional analogues of
the graphs representing the distributed processes (Conde & Rajsbaum, 2012; Fajstrup et al., 2006;
Herlihy & Shavit, 1999). Following the concepts of topological spaces, simplicial complexes
WC ¼ fwn : n > 0 ^ n 2 Zþ g, where wn is simplex and WC is finite having properties as follows: "wn ; wm 2 WC ; wn \ wm 2 WC ; wn [ wm 2 WC .
A simplicial map between simplexes (Wc1 and Wc2 ) is given by @ : Wc1 ! Wc2 .
If g : ΩðWÞ ! ΩðWÞ is considered to be a monotone function such that gðϕÞ ¼ ϕ; "A 2 ΩðWÞ; A 
gðAÞ and "A; F 2 ΩðWÞ; A  F ) gðAÞ  gðFÞ then, ðW; gÞ is a monotone space. Any arbitrary intersections of closed sets in monotone spaces are closed, where finiteness of computation is maintained by closed finite intersection of sets.

4.2. Definitions and model
Let a distributed computation be represented as D comprised of a set of distributed processes


given by P ¼ pj : 1  j  N ^ j 2 Zþ . All the distributed processes are considered as finite state
machines (FSM) and a process pj has a set of deterministic execution states denoted by Sj , where
ϕ ‚ Sj . Hence, D can be identified by,
N

SðDÞ ¼ [ Sj
j¼1

(1)
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It indicates that the state-based topological model of distributed computation considers a set of
global states encompassing all the processes creating a state space of computation. The distributed processes execute as FSM with inter-process communications, and as a result, state transitions occur in a process. Considering the processing of inputs to a process is the internal
computation, the overall dynamics of a set of processes can be modeled by using simplified and
system-wide state transition function given by
f : SðDÞ ! SðDÞ;
 
f ðsj 2 Sj Þ 2 Sj n sj

(2)

The state transition function ensures that the FSM of distributed processes are free from
self-loops at nodes resulting in a simple graph. The distributed computation is considered
to be deterministic if the system-wide state transition function is having convergence property. Thus, the system dynamics converge to a space and such converging space of D is
defined as
N

SðDÞ ¼ \ Sj

(3)

j¼1

The set of all possible cuts on distributed computation D is denoted by C ðDÞ  ΩðSðDÞÞ.

4.2.1. Definition of boundary elements
The set of boundary elements Bj of a process pj is defined as, "pj 2 P,
f ðBj  Sj Þ 2 SðDÞ

(4)

The concept of boundary elements represents the recognition of regions of convergences in state
space of a distributed computation.

4.2.2. Definition of computation in D
If Bj  Sj then a computation in D is defined as


N
~
D ¼ SðDÞnf [ Bj
j¼1

(5)

This indicates that the executions in a distributed computation consider global states excluding
the convergent region. However, it includes the boundary state space.

4.2.3. Definition of monotone distributed computing

A monotone space over ~
D is (~
D, g) having the following properties:
g : Ωð~
DÞ ! Ωð~
DÞ
gðϕÞ ¼ ϕ
"A 2 Ωð~
DÞ; A  gðAÞ
"A; B 2 Ωð~
DÞ; A  B ) gðAÞ  gðBÞ

(6)

This definition represents the monotone property of a distributed computation and the
mapping of structural forms within the state space of distributed computation under
consideration.

4.2.4. Concept of topological cut
In this section, the concept of topological cut is introduced. Let, XP be a point set and a topological
space over XP is ðXP ; τX Þ. If dX : XP  XP ! <, where dX 2 ½0; þ1Þ is a distance metric in XP then
ðXP ; dX ; τX Þ is a metric space having topological structure. The space is segmented by a topological
cut SX  XP such that the following axioms are satisfied,
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SX Þ ϕ;
9X1  XP ; 9X2  XP : X1 \ X2 ¼ ϕ;
XP nSX ¼ X1 [ X2 ;
"x1 2 X1 ; "x2 2 X2 ; "s 2 SX :
dX ðx1 ; x2 Þ  dX ðx1 ; sÞ þ dX ðx2 ; sÞ

(7)

The set SX is a topological cut of ðXP ; dX ; τX Þ. The cut SX is called topologically symmetric cut of
ðXP ; dX ; τX Þ if the following axioms are satisfied,
A  X1 ; B  X2 :
ða 2 A ^ b 2 BÞ ) ð9s 2 SX : dX ða; sÞ ¼ dX ðb; sÞÞ;
jAj ¼ jBj ¼ jSX j

(8)

The computed set of distances of all elements of set X1 and X2 with respect to "s 2 SX is given by
Δ1 ¼ fdX ðs; xÞ : "x 2 X1 g

"s2SX

(9)

and;
Δ2 ¼ fdX ðs; xÞ : "x 2 X2 g

"s2SX

The corresponding extremals of a topological cut SX are as follows:



ωðX1 Þ ¼ x : x 2 X1 ^ dX ðs; xÞ ¼ max Δ1
"s2SX

and;
ωðX2 Þ ¼





x : x 2 X2 ^ dX ðs; xÞ ¼ max Δ2

(10)

"s2SX

The extremals of a topological cut are unique if jωðX1 Þj¼jωðX2 Þj ¼ 1.

4.2.5. Definition of jj
In this case, it is assumed that the distributed processes are executing as FSM in a distributed
m
system and the entire state space is XP ¼ SðDÞ. A partial ordering relation ð!Þ is defined in global
state space of the respective distributed system by the following axioms (where si1 and siþ1
denote previous/next states of pi before/after state si due to state transition, respectively),
m

"pi ; pj 2 P : !  ðSi  Sj Þ [ ðSj  Si Þ;
"si 2 Si ; "sj 2 Sj :
m

(11)

m

½ðsi ; sj Þ 2 ! ) ½ðsj ; si Þ‚ !;
m

m

½ðsi ; sj Þ 2 ! _ ðsjþ1 ; siþ1 Þ 2 ! ) ½siþ1 ¼ f ðsi Þ ^ ½sjþ1 ¼ f ðsj Þ
A relation jj  SðDÞ2 between any two states within state-space of the distributed computation
under consideration is defined by following axioms,
"pi 2 P : si1 2 A  X1 ; siþ1 2 B  X2 : ðsi ¼ f ðsi1 ÞÞ ^ ðsiþ1 ¼ f ðsi ÞÞ;
m

m

"ðsi jjsj Þ ) ½ðsi ; sj Þ‚! ^ ½ðsj ; si Þ‚!;
m

"ðsi jjsj Þ ) :½9sjþ1 2 B : ðsjþ1 ; si Þ 2 !;

(12)

ðsi jjsj Þ , ðsj jjsi Þ
Thus, the relation jj maintains the consistency of cuts in execution state space of distributed
processes.

5. Consistent slicing in monotone spaces
In this section, the models of cuts and distributive lattice of a distributed computation are
formulated. In order to formulate an observable distributed computation, it is necessary to restrict
the dynamics of distributed computation in monotone topological spaces. The restriction forms a
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partition between sets of consistent states and inconsistent states in the sequences of executions.



K 
!


D for K < Ωð~
DÞ is given by C ¼ [ gðAj Þ
Let Aj 2 Ωð D Þ and Aj  gðAj Þ. Set of cuts C  C ðDÞ in ~
j¼1

such that "c 2 C; jcj ¼ N and "pu ; pv 2 P; ½"x"y : x; y 2 c ) ½x 2 Su ^ y 2 Sv , where u Þ v. Hence, a
cut is comprised of states of processes spanning the entire set of processes in the distributed
system in monotone spaces. Each element in a set of cuts is not consistent and the consistency of
cuts is formed by using lattice model maintaining consistency property of process states maintaining jj relation. The set of consistent cuts forms a lattice ðL; Þ in ~
D, where L  C and
"c 2 L; ½"x"y : x; y 2 c ) ðxjjyÞ. A set of lattice join-irreducible elements of L is given by JðLÞ  L.
A distributed computation in monotone topological spaces is consistent if the run R in ~
D is defined
as a sequence given in the following, where Ak ; Am 2 Ωð~
DÞ, such that ðgðAk Þ; gðAm ÞÞ 2
and m = k + 1,
DÞ; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::::i
R ¼ hAk : Ak 2 Ωð~

(13)

Let X be a set of Boolean variables given by X ¼ fxn : n ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::::Ig, where xn 2 f0; 1g.
The predicate ΓðXjcÞ 2 f0; 1g is assumed to be computable at cut state c 2 C in the corresponding distributed system. Thus, the slice of a distributed computation is defined as
JðLjΓÞ ¼ fc : ðΓðXjcÞ ¼ 1Þ ^ ðc 2 JðLÞÞg

(14)

The lean slice of a distributed computation is l ¼ fc : c 2 JðLjΓÞg, where jlj ¼ 1. A state e is called
critical state if 9feg 2 Ωð~
DÞ and l ¼ gðfegÞ. The elements of gð:Þ satisfying stable Boolean predicate
Γð:Þ in a valid distributed computation are verified by,
DÞÞ ^ ðgðxÞ 2 LÞ ^ ðΓðXjgðxÞÞ ¼ 1Þ
ðgðxÞ; ΓÞ ) ½ðx 2 Ωð~

(15)

Hence, the set of consistent and stable executions in a distributed computation can be found if the
corresponding sequences of executions satisfy Equation (15).

5.1. Consistent observation of computation
The consistent observation about state of control in a distributed sliceable computation requires
assignment of observable distributed variables to processes. The state of control is classified into
two levels, namely, weak control state and strong control sate. The strong control state ensures
maintenance of consistency of observable states throughout the lattice chain, whereas weak
control state is a more relaxed form where not all observable states of processes are required to
be always consistent. The dynamics of variations of observable distributed variables (local to
processes) represent the combinatorial execution sequences preserving strong or weak control
states in a distributed computing system. Let the set of Boolean variables be fixed to property
j Xj ¼ N and the elements are assigned to set of distributed processes P such that


 ¼ xj : "pj 2 P; xj 2 X , representing a set of observations associated to respective distributed
X
processes and Ej be a set of local events of pj 2 P. Furthermore, let Hðxj ; Ej Þ 2 f0; 1g be a Boolean
predicate (local to a process) defined over xj considering local events set of the respective process
in the distributed system under consideration. The global set of events in the distributed system is
N
¼ [
 ! Zþ is deterministic following the finite state machine model
given by E
Ej . The function r : E
j¼1

of executions of distributed processes. The function r imposes a total order of execution of events
within the processes (locally), whereas the global sequence of execution of events in the distributed system is a partial order following the asynchronous model of computation.
Let 9exj ; eyj 2 Ej such that rðexj Þ < rðeyj Þ, then the following axiomatic implications determine
stable and consistent observation of Hðxj ; Ej Þ,
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"pj 2 P; "rðezj 2 Ej Þ 2 ½rðexj Þ; rðeyj Þ :
ððHðxj ; exj Þ ¼ 1Þ ^ ðHðxj ; eyj Þ ¼ 1ÞÞ ) ðHðxj ; ezj Þ ¼ 1Þ
and

(16)

ððHðxj ; exj Þ ¼ 0Þ ^ ðHðxj ; eyj Þ ¼ 0ÞÞ ) ðHðxj ; ezj Þ ¼ 0Þ
The events satisfying Equation (16) in the processes are denoted by "pj 2 P : hexj ; eyj i. Furthermore,
the segregated events for respective processes are computed as




"pj 2 P : Q ¼ exj : hexj ; eyj i ; T ¼ eyj : hexj ; eyj i
 is defined over R
  Q  T such that
The anti-symmetric ordering relation R
"pi "pj 2 P :
 ) ðexi 2 Ei Þ ^ ðeyj 2 Ej Þ
ðexi ; eyj Þ 2 R

(17)

It indicates that the ordering relation generates a partial order on associated events in combinatorial forms while maintaining the stability of local predicate within a process. The determination
of controllability depends on the valid set of combinatorial execution sequences covering the
global set of events in a system. The consistency-invariant execution depends upon the lattice
of consistent cuts of the distributed computation under consideration.

5.2. Preserving Birkhoff’s representation theorem
The Birkhoff’s representation theorem reconstructs a lattice isomorphism using a multi-valued
mapping function. The incorporation of isomorphic lattice cover in an observable distributed computation is an important factor in order to detect consistent execution sequences in lattice structure.
It is possible to incorporate the Birkhoff’s lattice isomorphism in the model proposed in this article as
β : L ! C;
βðc 2 LÞ ¼ fx : ððx; cÞ 2Þ ^ ðx 2 JðLÞÞg

(18)

Following Equation (18), the properties of Birkhoff’s lattice cover and isomorphism can be preserved in the proposed slicer model of distributed computation in monotone topological spaces.

5.3. Topological cut in event-based distributed systems
We consider that XP is an entire event space of the distributed computation under consideration
 and the corresponding logical clock function is r : E
 ! Zþ . Thus, the distance metric
having XP ¼ E
of ðXP ; dX ; τX Þ in distributed computational model can be defined as
 "b 2 E
 : dX ða; bÞ ¼ jrðaÞ  rðbÞj;
"a 2 E;
dX ða; bÞ 2 ½0; þ1Þ

(19)

h

The partial ordering relation (!Þ is defined in event space of distributed system under consideration as
h
 "b 2 E
 : ½ða; bÞ 2 
"a 2 E;
! ) ½rðaÞ < rðbÞ ^ ½dX ða; bÞ > 0

(20)

The topological cut SX is consistent in the point-set topological model of distributed computation if
the following axioms are satisfied over partial ordering relation,
h

h

"a 2 SX ; "b 2 SX : ð:ða ! bÞÞ ^ ð:ðb ! aÞÞ
and

(21)

jSX j ¼ N

6. Determining controllability in monotone spaces
The set of all possible combinatorial execution sequences in the distributed computation under
 
. On the contrary, every combinaconsideration can be counted by permutation n!, where n ¼ E
torial execution sequences are not feasible exhaustively due to data-dependency and logic
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sequences between distributed processes (i.e. lattice of consistent cuts cannot be maintained in all
combinations). Let the exhaustive and possible combinatorial sequences of executions for each
process be computed as a finite set of permutations given by
σð12Þ ¼ E1  E2  E3  . . .  EN ;
σð13Þ ¼ E1  E3  E2  . . .  EN ;
σð21Þ ¼ E2  E1  E3  . . .  EN
and so on until the last term of permutation involving all set of events of every distributed
processes. Hence, the entire combinatorial space of execution sequences in the distributed computation is computed as
N

U ¼ [ σð jmÞ where; m  N

(22)

j¼1

The function recognizing the relation within a combinatorial sequence of execution is defined as
 fϕg maintaining Equations (16) and (17). Thus, the filtered set of combinatorial
μ : U ! ΩðRÞn
g

executions (i.e. consistent set of combinatorial executions of processes) is given by
n
o

UP ¼ u : u 2 U ^ μg ðuÞ  R

(23)

It is important to note that all combinatorial executions in Equation (23) may not be always
controllable and a stronger axiom is required. The stronger axiomatic form for observing controllability of a distributed computation by maintaining predicate throughout the execution lattice
chain in the combinatorial execution space can be formulated as
 ¼ μ ðuÞ;
"u 2 UP : A
g
 : ðHðxi ; exi Þ ¼ 1Þ ^ ðHðxj ; eyj Þ ¼ 1Þ
CAS ðuÞ :¼ "ðexi ; eyj Þ 2 A

(24)

Hence, the set of all strongly observable and controllable combinatorial distributed computations
is derived as
UPS ¼ fu : u 2 UP ^ CAS ðuÞg

(25)

However, the consistent observation and controllability of a distributed computation can be
relaxed to a weaker form given by following axiom,
 ¼ μ ðuÞ;
"u 2 UP : A
g
 : ðHðxi ; exi Þ ¼ 1Þ _ ðHðxj ; eyj Þ ¼ 1Þ
CAW ðuÞ :¼ "ðexi ; eyj Þ 2 A

(26)

The corresponding weakly observable and controllable distributed computation is given by
UPW ¼ fu : u 2 UP ^ CAW ðuÞg

(27)

If the Boolean predicate evaluation function Hð:Þ denotes the mutual exclusion detection on a
shared data, then the consistency property can be maintained by refining the controllability
axiom as
 : Hðxi ; exi Þ
"ðexi ; eyj Þ 2 A

Hðxj ; eyj Þ

(28)

Furthermore, the singleton duration of distributed lock (mutex) γj for a process pj 2 P realizing
global consistency is derived as
9pj 2 P : ðhexj ; eyj i ^ Hðxj ; exj ÞÞ ) ðγj ¼ rðeyj Þ  rðexj ÞÞ

(29)

Hence, the axiomatic determination of different degrees of observation and controllability of
sliceable distributed computations can be measured and the safety property of distributed mutual
exclusion can be maintained in monotone space.
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Figure 2. Algorithm for observing state of control.

6.1. The algorithm
The state of control of an asynchronous distributed computation can be algorithmically determined by following the strong and weak forms of axioms. The pseudo-code representation of the
algorithm in simplified form for observing the state of control of an asynchronous distributed
computation is presented in Figure 2.
Each process in a system maintains a local vector storing the instantaneous values of distributed
Boolean variables associated to the processes. The initial control states are marked as false by the
processes. The distributed processes compute while generating or absorbing events in the system,
and during computation, the value of variables may change depending on the conditions such as
event ordering. A process determines the intervals for observing stable predicate, and in the end of
such interval, it sends the value of the predicate evaluation of associated variable to other
processes. On receiving the values of the predicate from other distributed processes, a process
will determine the global state of control in the system. The state of control can be strong or weak
depending upon the values of predicate as evaluated by distributed processes. The worst case
message complexity of the algorithm is O(N2) maintaining strong control, because processes
exchange values of local variables in the system under consideration.

7. Analytical properties
The determinations of consistency of a distributed computation and its observation as well as
controllability are important factors in the runs of concurrent interacting processes. Identification
of critical element or state of computation and its property are required to form lean slice. This
section constructs a set of analytical properties and proposes the existence of generating function
of a slice in the execution lattice.
Furthermore, the properties of functional composition of Birkhoff’s isomorphism and monotone
spaces are identified in a distributed computation.

7.1. Theorem 1
gð:Þ is strictly consistent if "sk 2 ~
D; 9Ak 2 Ωð~
DÞ; gðAk Þ 2 L.
N

Proof: Let in a distributed computation be "sk 2 [ Sj ; 9Ak 2 Ωð~
DÞ such that gðAk Þ 2 L. Thus,
N

j¼1

9sm 2 [ Sj ; m ¼ k þ 1, where ðgðAk Þ; gðAm ÞÞ 2 . Hence, the run R is always consistent in the
j¼1

corresponding distributed computation. Hence, gð:Þ is strictly consistent in distributed computation
in monotone spaces.
Descriptions: A distributed computation in monotone spaces is consistent within the state space
of distributive lattice of consistent cuts of the corresponding computation.
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7.2. Theorem 2

If V  Ωð~
DÞ such that gðVÞ ¼ C, then gðVÞnL may not be consistent.
Proof: Let V  Ωð~
DÞ and 9fxg 2 V such that gðfxgÞ 2 C. Now, gðVÞnL  C and if gðfxgÞ 2 L then
gðfxgÞ‚gðVÞnL. Thus, "fxg 2 V; ½gðfxgÞ 2 L ) ½gðfxgÞ‚gðVÞnL. So, gðVÞnL is not consistent.
Descriptions: The set of consistent cuts generated in monotone spaces are strictly within the
distributive lattice of distributed computation. However, the set of all and every possible cuts of a
distributed computation may not provide execution consistency in a run.

7.3. Theorem 3

If Ak 2 Ωð~
DÞ such that gðAk Þ 2 L, then the composition β g 2 JðLÞ.
Proof: Let Ak 2 Ωð~
DÞ, where Ak  gðAk Þ and gðAk Þ 2 L. Thus, 9Am 2 Ωð~
DÞ such that the following
property holds:
½gðAk Þ; gðAm Þ 2 L )
½ððgðAk Þ; gðAm ÞÞ 2Þ

ððgðAm Þ; gðAk ÞÞ 2Þ

(30)

Let ðgðAm Þ; gðAk ÞÞ 2 in the distributed computation under consideration. Hence, if gðAm Þ 2 JðLÞ,
then gðAm Þ 2 βðgðAk ÞÞ. Thus, β g 2 JðLÞ.
Descriptions: The Birkhoff’s representation forms a noncommutative composition in monotone
spaces of distributed computation. The isomorphism of the lattice of consistent cuts is preserved
under the composition.

7.4. Theorem 4
gð:Þ is a generating function of ðL; Þ.
Proof: Let E  Ωð~
DÞ such that "x 2 E; jxj < N. This indicates 9gða 2 EÞ; 9gðb 2 EÞ such that
ðgðaÞ; gðbÞÞ 2 . If F  E such that "x 2 F, gðxÞ 2 L, then gðFÞ is a generating function of lattice ðL; Þ.
Lemma: gð:Þ is a generating function of JðLÞ.
Proof: Let M  C and L  M. If 9Ak 2 Ωð~
DÞ such that gðAk Þ 2 JðLÞ, then the following implication
holds:
½gðAk Þ 2 JðLÞ ) ½ðgðAk Þ 2 LÞ ^ ðgðAk Þ 2 MÞ

(31)

Hence, gð:Þ is a generating function of JðLÞ.
Descriptions: The function g(.) in monotone spaces of distributed computation is a generating
function of a slice in lattice of consistent cuts of the corresponding distributed computation. The
function can generate a lean slice if such exists in the distributed computation.

7.5. Theorem 5

If E  Ωð~
DÞ such that "x 2 E; jxj < N and gðxÞ 2 L, then ðgðFÞ; ΓÞ induces a sub-lattice where F  E.
Proof: Let E  Ωð~
DÞ such that "x 2 E; jxj < N and gðxÞ 2 L. Let F  E such that "x 2 F; ðgðxÞ; ΓÞ
holds resulting in the following implication:
½ðgðx 2 FÞ; ΓÞ ) ½:ðgðx 2 EnFÞ; ΓÞ

(32)

However, "x 2 E; the following condition is satisfied in the distributed computation:
½ðgðxÞ 2 LÞ ^ ðL ¼ gðEÞÞ ) ½ðgðEÞ; Þ

(33)
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Moreover, gðx 2 FÞ  L. Hence, ðgðFÞ; ΓÞ induces a sub-lattice of ðL; Þ.
Descriptions: The consistent cuts of distributed computation in monotone spaces form a lattice
where every run satisfies a stable predicate. Thus, the satisfying predicate in the corresponding
induced lattice of distributed computation is invariant.

7.6. Theorem 6
If e is a critical state of a distributed
then ðgðfegÞ; ΓÞ ) ½9y 2 L : gðfegÞ 2 βðyÞ.

computation

in

monotone

spaces,

Proof: Let e 2 ~
D be a critical state of a distributed computation in monotone spaces. Thus, it is
valid that gðfegÞ 2 JðLjΓÞ for the distributed computation. Let A  L such that JðLÞ ¼ βðAÞ. However,
the following implication holds in the distributed computation under consideration,
½JðLjΓÞ  JðLÞ ) ½gðfegÞ 2 JðLÞ

(34)

Moreover, in the distributed computation in monotone spaces satisfying a stable predicate indicates that the following biconditional exists:
½gðfegÞ 2 JðLjΓÞ , ðgðfegÞ; ΓÞ

(35)

Thus, combining the above equations and considering the condition that JðLjΓÞ  JðLÞ, one can
conclude that
ðgðfegÞ; ΓÞ ) ½gðfegÞ 2 βðAÞ

(36)

Furthermore, in the respective distributed computation in monotone spaces, stable predicate is
satisfied such that ðgðfegÞ; ΓÞ ) ½9y 2 A : gðfegÞ 2 βðyÞ.
Hence, ðgðfegÞ; ΓÞ ) ½9y 2 L : gðfegÞ 2 βðyÞ.
Descriptions: If a critical state exists in a distributed computation in monotone spaces satisfying
a stable predicate, then the corresponding consistent cut in lattice is covered by Birkhoff’s
representation.

7.7. Theorem 7
m

m

If A 2 ΩðSðDÞÞ such that 9si ; sj 2 A : ðsi ; sj Þ 2 ! then 9si ; sj 2 gðAÞ : ðsi ; sj Þ 2 !.
m

Proof: Let A 2 ΩðSðDÞÞ such that 9si ; sj 2 A, where ðsi ; sj Þ 2 !. However, A  gðAÞ indicating




m
that si ; sj  A ) si ; sj  gðAÞ. Hence, 9si ; sj 2 gðAÞ such that ðsi ; sj Þ 2 !.

8. Structural forms
The state-space-based monotone topological model of distributed computation incorporates the set
of cuts of distributed computation. The set of cuts forms a topological space of cuts. The associated
subspaces can also be determined. Considering C  C ðDÞ to be set of all possible cuts in distributed
computation, the corresponding discrete topological space of cuts is ðG; ΩðGÞÞ, where G ¼ [ W. The
"W2C

discrete topological subspace ðGL ; τGL Þ formed by consistent cuts is given by following axioms:
GL  G : L  ΩðGL Þ;
τGL ¼ fGL \ Y : "Y 2 ΩðGÞg

(37)

Thus, the structure of lattice can be embedded within the topological subspace formed by set of
consistent cuts of a distributed computation.
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8.1. Metrizability of computing spaces
Let V be any arbitrary set such that V is not metrizable. However, V can be metrized into ðV; dÞ
under existence of a one-dimensional real-valued function hð:Þ and corresponding two-dimensional real-valued function λð:Þ with a distance metric dð:Þ if the following axiom is satisfied:
h : V ! <; λ : <2 ! ð<þ [ f0gÞ;
"x"y 2 V; dðx; yÞ ¼ λðhðxÞ; hðyÞÞ 2 ½0; þ1Þ;
ðx ¼ yÞ , dð:Þ ¼ 0;
dðx; yÞ ¼ dðy; xÞ

(38)

For example, hð:Þ can be a monotonically increasing function such that "u; v 2 V : ½ðu; vÞ 2 )
½hðvÞ > hðuÞ and λða 2 <; b 2 <Þ ¼ jb  aj.
In the proposed model of distributed computing, SðDÞ represents the set of entire states of
computation by multiple distributed processes. However, SðDÞ is not directly metrizable.
The real-valued monotonically increasing function χ : SðDÞ ! <þ along with state transition
function f ð:Þ enforce metrizability of SðDÞ into ðSðDÞ; ds Þ, where ds : SðDÞ2 ! < is a distance metric
on SðDÞ. Hence, the definition of ds ð:Þ is given by
"si "sj 2 SðDÞ; n 2 Zþ ; ds ð:Þ 2 ½0; þ1Þ;


ds ðsi ; sj Þ ¼ χðsi Þ  χðsj Þ;

(39)

"si 2 SðDÞ; ds ðsi ; si Þ ¼ 0;
"pi 2 P; n

1 : ds ðsi ; f n ðsi ÞÞ > 0

This indicates that distributed computing has metrizability property under the existence of suitable
real-valued function, where state transitions in a process form a chain as execution lattice.
Furthermore, if a distributed system is designed and analyzed based on events, then metrizability
N
¼ [
becomes easier. Considering Ei to be the set of events generated by pi 2 P and E
Ei , the correi¼1

 ! Zþ . The distance metric function de :
sponding monotone logical clock function is given by r : E
E
 ! ðZþ [ f0gÞ forms a metrized computing space in distributed systems by the following axioms:
E
 de ð:Þ 2 ½0; þ1Þ;
"ei "ej 2 E;


de ðei ; ej Þ ¼ rðei Þ  rðej Þ;

(40)

 de ðei ; ei Þ ¼ 0
"ei 2 E;
This indicates that the state-based as well as event-based distributed computing systems are
metrizable if it is equipped with suitable functions, respectively.

8.2. Convergence analysis
It is indicated earlier that f ð:Þ is a global state transition function controlling global dynamics of
distributed computation. Let "pi 2 P; 9if ð:Þ such that if : Si ! Si , where Si  SðDÞ. The property of
if ð:Þ is given as
if ðSi Þ  f ðSðDÞÞ

(41)




Hence, if one considers FD ¼ if ðsi Þ : "pi 2 P , then ðFD ; ds Þ is a function space defined over the
distributed computation under consideration. The distributed computation is stable and deterministic if f ð:Þ is convergent satisfying the following axioms:
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"pi 2 P; ni 2 Zþ ; si 2 Si ;
ifo2 ðsi Þ ¼ if ðif ðsi ÞÞ;

(42)

9ni 2 ð1; þ1Þ : ifoni ðsi Þ 2 SðDÞ
Furthermore, it is possible to view the global state transition function as a discrete variety of single
variable Banach contraction mapping (Latif, 2014) with finite ending property if the following
axiom is satisfied:
"pi 2 P; 9si 9s 2 Si :

(43)

½ifoni ðsi Þ ¼ s  ) ½f ðsi Þ 2 SðDÞ ^ s 2 SðDÞ

8.3. Formation of sub-lattice chain by gð:Þ
m

Let A 2 ΩðSðDÞÞ such that 9si ; sj 2 A : ðsi ; sj Þ 2 !. Let in a rigid monotone be B ¼ gðAÞ and
m

jBj ¼ j Aj þ 1. Furthermore, if 9x 2 B such that ðsj ; xÞ 2 !, then ðB; Þ forms a sub-lattice chain
if BnA ¼ fxg. Next, the rigidity of monotone is relaxed such that jBj ¼ j Aj þ n, where n > 1; n 2 Zþ .
  gðAÞ such that ðB;
 Þ is the only sub-lattice chain, then "si ; sj 2 BnB,
 it is true that si jjsj .
If B
Hence, a sub-lattice chain is formed by monotone function gð:Þ.

9. Termination detection analysis
It is mentioned earlier that the global system-wide state transition function f ð:Þ is convergent in nature.
The convergence property determines the termination of a distributed computation. In the following
section, different failure modes of determination of termination of a distributed computation are
analyzed. It is considered that state space of distributed computation is metrizable as ðSðDÞ; ds Þ under
real-valued metric function, ds : SðDÞ  SðDÞ ! ½0; þ1Þ maintaining standard metric axioms inclusive of
triangular inequalities.

9.1. Shifting cluster point theorem
In a distributed computation D, if 9pi 2 P; 9ni 2 Zþ and




 Si ; ni 2 ð0; þ1Þ such that
si ; s
i


ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; s
i Þ ¼ 0 and ds ðsi ; s 2 SðDÞÞ Þ 0, then D cannot terminate globally.

Proof: Let a distributed computation D be globally terminable where 9pi 2 P; 9ni 2 Zþ such that ni 2


ni
ð0; þ1Þ and 9si 9s
i 2 Si : ds ðf ðsi Þ; si Þ ¼ 0. Furthermore, let there be 9s 2 SðDÞ : ds ðsi ; s Þ ¼ ε > 0.

Thus, s
i is a cluster point of Si  SðDÞ. The globally convergent termination of a distributed computation
requires that
"pi 2 P; 9s
i 2 Si :
½ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; s
i Þ ¼ 0 ) ½ε ¼ 0

(44)

However, due to shifting of cluster point due to any computational fault, the following condition
will be satisfied:
N1

½ε > 0 ) ½s 2 \ Sj 

(45)

j¼1

This is a contradiction because, in this case SðDÞ ¼ ϕ, and a distributed computation cannot
converge into a null space.

Hence, if ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; s
i Þ ¼ 0 and ds ðsi ; s Þ > 0, then the corresponding distributed computation
cannot terminate globally.

9.2. Oscillatory execution theorem
If a state transition function of pi 2 P is oscillatory such that 9k 2 Zþ : ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; f ðni þkþ1Þ ðsi ÞÞ ¼ 0,
and, ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; f ðni þkÞ ðsi ÞÞ ¼ ε > 0, then the distributed computation in D will not terminate.
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Proof:

Let

pi 2 P

in

a

distributed

9k; ni 2 Zþ

computation

such

ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; f ðni þkÞ ðsi ÞÞ ¼ ε > 0 and ds ðf ni ðsi Þ; f ðni þkþ1Þ ðsi ÞÞ ¼ 0. This indicates that

that

9si 2 Si :

lim f ni ðsi Þ 2 Xi ,

ni !þ1

where Xi  Si . Thus, jXi j > 1 and f ðSi Þ is not convergent.
Hence, distributed computation in D will not terminate.

9.3. Termination forcing
It is often required in a distributed computing system that termination of a computation is enforced on
the event of detection of a shifting fault. In general, the simplification in fault handling is implemented
by realizing Fail-Stop protocol. However, an improved mechanism would be to employ a guarding
function, which would act as a supervisory process. The function of such process is to monitor state
transitions in a process and enforcing gradual termination on the event of fault.
Let a guard transition function θ : SðDÞ ! SðDÞ be defined under noncommutative composition
ðθo f Þð:Þ as,
"u; v 2 Si ; 9s 2 SðDÞ :
½ds ðf ðuÞ; s Þ < ds ðu; s Þ ) ½ðθo f ÞðuÞ ¼ f ðuÞ;
½ds ðf ðuÞ; s Þ

(46)

ds ðu; s Þ ) ½ðθo f ÞðuÞ ¼ v : ds ðv; s Þ < ds ðu; s Þ

Hence, following the Banach contraction property, it can be derived further as
ni 2 Zþ ; "si 2 Si :

(47)

9ni 2 ð1; þ1Þ; ds ððθo f Þni ðsi Þ; s Þ ¼ 0
Thus, the noncommutative composition ðθo f Þð:Þ enforces termination in a faulty system.

10. Comparative analysis and evaluation
This section presents a detailed comparative analysis and evaluation of the proposed monotone
topological model of distributed computation control (termed as MTDC) considering a diverse set of
other formal models such as Aspect KLAIM (Yang, Hankin, Nielson, & Nielson, 2013), supervisory control
of distributed computation (SCON) (Komenda & Masopust, 2016), MSDC (Slotine, 2003), and DTA
(Mattern, 1987). The parametric comparative evaluation of different models is presented in Table 1.
Researchers have proposed language-based modeling of control of execution of processes in
mobile distributed computing systems, which is termed as AspectKLAIM (Yang et al., 2013). The
AspectKLAIM formalism proposes a mathematical construct for programming of distributed processes involving datasets realizing predictive access control. The formalism supports distributed
process synchronization in intervals as well as Inter-Process Communication (IPC) involving

Table 1. Comparative analysis and evaluation
Parameters
\models

Interval
sync/
p-join

Multiprocess
IPC

Sequencing
(S)/
Termination
(T)

Commutativity
of relation ||

Events
(E)/
states
(SS)

Contraction/
projection

AspectKLAIM

Yes

Yes

S

Yes

Not
applicable

Not applicable

SCON

No

Yes

S

Yes

E

Projection

MSDC

No

Yes

Not applicable

Not applicable

SS

Contraction
(continuous)

DTA

No

Yes

T

Not applicable

E

Not applicable

MTDC

No

Yes

S,T

Yes

E,SS

Contraction
(discrete)
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multiple processes, which is inline with the proposed MTDC model. Furthermore, both the
AspectKLAIM formalism and MTDC model employ commutative relation in different contexts.
However, the main difference between AspectKLAIM and MTDC model is that AspectKLAIM formalism recognizes sequences of executions, whereas MTDC model can recognize sequences enforcing global termination within a system by contraction map.
In another approach, the automata-based SCON is proposed (Komenda et al., 2016). The automatabased control proposes a formal model of decomposed distributed execution control based on distributed events. The formalism supports synchronization and commutativity of || relation, which represents
synchronous product of languages involving projection maps. Unlike the MTDC model, the SCON formalism uniquely depends on distributed event-based systems. The determination of modular stability
in distributed computation as well as control of stabilization (MSDC: Modular Stability of Distributed
Computation) is formulated using contraction theory in continuous functional domain (Slotine, 2003).
The MSDC formalism is based on state vectors and the control function is in continuous time domain. The
similarity between AspectKLAIM, MSDC, and proposed MTDC models is that all of them allow parallel
combinations of processes or subsystems. However, the main difference between MSDC and MTDC
models is that MSDC employs state-based contraction using continuous function, whereas the MTDC
model realizes state-based contraction using discrete variety of Banach contraction.
The FIFO-order independent and finite time termination detection algorithm (DTA) is proposed
for distributed systems (Mattern, 1987). The DTA does not employ interval synchronization or
process join primitives. However, it supports IPC involving multiple concurrent processes, which
are similar to proposed MTDC model. The distinguishing feature of DTA and MTDC is that unlike
MTDC model, the DTA does not employ contraction or projection principles while determining
termination in distributed systems. Furthermore, DTA requires adaptation to varying logical
topology.

11. Conclusions
The observation and control of distributed computation involving distributed database systems are
important requirements to maintain consistency under asynchrony. The applications of concepts of
topological spaces in formulating distributed computation facilitate determination of consistency and
state of executions. The simplicial complexes impose a relatively rigid structure on computation,
whereas greater flexibility can be incorporated by employing monotone space with metrizability. The
formal modeling of observability and controllability of a distributed computation helps in determining
control states of respective computation. A corresponding distributed algorithm is designed to
compute the state of controls in stronger form or in weaker form in an event-based distributed
system. Further analysis illustrates that the corresponding computing space is metrizable and global
system-wide state-transition function is convergent to stability. The determination of termination of
computation and fault mode analysis are formulated in weaker spaces in axiomatic forms. The article
includes a comparative analysis considering a set of approaches in the domain.
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